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ABSTRACT 
The problems associated with the finite element 
analysis of thin shell structures are discussed with the 
objective of developing a simple and efficient thin 
shell finite element. It has been pointed out that the 
difficulties in the formulation of thin shell elements 
stem from the need for satisfaction of the interelement 
normal slope continuity and the rigid body displacement 
condition by the displacement trial functions. These 
difficultites have been surmounted by recourse to the 
discrete Kirchhoff theory (DKT) approach and an 
isoparametric representation of the shell middle surface. 
A three node curved triangular element with simple 
nodal connections has been developed wherein the 
displacement and rotation components are independently 
interpolated by complete cubic and quadratic polynomials 
respectively. The rigid body displacement condition is 
satisfied by isoparametric interpolation of the shell 
geometry within an element. A convergence to the thin 
shell solution is achieved by enforcement of the 
Kirchhoff hypothesis at a discrete number of points in 
the the element. A detailed numerical evaluation through 
a number of standard problem has been carried out. 
Results of application of a patch test solution to 
a spherical shell demonstrates the satisfactory 
performance of the element under limiting states of 
deformation. 
It is concluded that the DKT approach in 
conjunction with the isoparametric representation 
results in a simple and efficient thin shell element. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The analysis of thin shells has been one of the sought- 
after applications of the finite element method. Although the 
research effort in this dinection has been significant, the 
success of the method for thin shell analysis has been less 
t han completely satisfactory, and it continues to attract the 
~esearch attention. 
There is a considerable interest in the development of 
simple and efficient curved triangular conforming finite 
elements based on thin shell theories using displacement 
approach. The choice of shell theory and the interpolation 
of displacement field are two of the important issues in the 
development of thin shell finite elements. 
- 
The strain energy of a shell is usually calculated by 
employing one of the classical shell theories, Since the 
beginning, due to their well established nature, thin shell 
theories based on Kirchhoff hypothesis have formed the basis 
for the formulation of plate and shell elements, The 
displacement trial functions should satisfy certain conditions 
in order to have theoretical assurance of convergence of the 
numerical solution, The important among these aret (a1 the 
satisfaction of inter-element continuity of the displacement 
and its derivative8 upto one order less than that of the 
highest in the associaked fuHsetions to be miniaissd, and Qb) 
the  sa t i s fac t ion  of the condition of zero st~ain energy under 
r i g i d  body displacements, 
The conformity condition, in conjunction with the 
Principle of Minimum Potential Energy [PMPE), demands the 
continutiy sf t h e  normal slope across the intermelement 
boundaries fop a conforming plate or she11 element, The 
difficulties in forming a Kbxchhoff-theory conforming 
triangular pla te  or shell element w i t h  simple nodal 
connections are well known in the l i te ra ture  811, Thus, the 
adherence to the Kirchhoff hypokhesis has l e d  $0 the 
% 
a 
difficulties associated w i t h  &he @-continuous interpolation 
over t h e  triangle, 
The above difficulty prompted the development of plate 
and s h e l l  elements based on s h e l l  theories which relax the 
Kirchhoff h-othes%sp and Bed to the so called "Discrete 
Kirchhsff Theotym 4DKTl approach, The development of this 
approach can be traced in Referencel21, The DKT appxoaeh has 
been h i g h l y  successfuB %or plake elements 133, and a few 
applications to curved thin shell elements have also appeared 
in the literature 641. 
%n the DKT approachr the bending energy is calculated 
from independently- assumed normal notations, To force the 
convergence of the solution to that of the classical theory, 
"Ki~chhoff b*o$hes%s' t*e constraints are enforced a$ a 
discrete nuder of poants in &he element. Thus the normal 
rotations are eliminated in terms of the derivatives of the 
reference surface displacements and one arrives at a 
conforming element with conventional degrees of freedom, 
The displacement t r i a l  functions must also i n c l u d e  an 
accurate representation of the rigid body modes for an 
acceptable rate of convergence 853, Noncompliance with th98 
condition, howeverr does not preclude convergence to the 
correct solution t61, although t b e  convergence rate may not be 
acceptable from practical considerations, Also, in problems 
where Brigid body type" displacements are considerable, 
significant errors due to the straining in the ~igid body 
modes w i l l  be introduced, 
Some of the earlier thin shell elements ge,g, [7,819 did 
not  contain an explicit representation of the rigid body 
modes, It was argued, however, that the higher order 
polynomial representations for the displacements would result 
in a good approximation for fehe rigid body modes which contain 
trigonometric functions of the curvilinear coordinates [81 ,  
Later, it was observed by Morris [91 that the use of higher 
order polynomials does not remove the rigid body errors, but 
can only reduce their influence, Notwithstanding, an exact 
representation of the rigid body modes can be achieved' by 
recourse to isopa~ametrie representation of the shell middle 
surface within an element, The SHEW element of Argyris and 
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Scharpf I103,  and the triangular element of Dupuis IS1 are some 
of the earlier thin shell elements wherein an explicit 
representation of the rigid body modes are included, The more 
recent thin shell element due to WullB,121, closely SolPowing 
the theoretical basis of SNEBA elementp is another example of 
this class, The above elements are, however, based an shell 
eheories which accept the Kirchhoff hpotbesis in one form or 
another, 
The SHEBA element satisfies the conformity condition by 
recourse to quintic polynomials for a11 the displacement 
components, with second order derivatives as nodal quantities, 
The element due to DupuisIS1 uses cubic shape functions with 
three rational polynomials for conforming interpolation of all 
the displacement components, The lack of extensive numerical 
comparisons, and the high-order numerical integration 
required for the rational polynomials has made this element 
less attractive for practical applications, 
The shell element due to WuB121 closely follows t h e  
theoretical basis of SEEM elements but uses the cubic 
interpolation scheme of Birkhoff and Mansfield 8133, The 
Patter scheme uses nine cubic polynomial shape functions and 
three singular shape functions in natural area coordinates, 
To alleviate the difficulties associated with the singular 
second-order derivatives of the rational polynomialsp a 
s*stitute second-order derivatives similar to those used by 
Irons and Razzaque[14,153 have been used. Extensive results 
preSented show the accuracy of the element fo r  va~ious classes 
of shells 6123. However* %he element stiffness matrix has a 
rank deficiency of two due to the lack of linear independence 
i n  the choice of the substitute shape functions, For linear 
buckling and geometrically nonlinear problems, this deficiency 
of the energy in the global level may lead to undesirable 
flexibility 1863, 
24s pointed out earlier, a few thin shell elements u s i n g  
BKT approach have appeared in the literature. Dhatt 8171 
presented a twenty seven degrees of freedom element which is 
essentially a shallow shell element. A later presentation [I81 
modified it to include shallow shell rigid body conditions, A 
cuzved triangular thin s h e l l  element using the DKT approach was 
presented by Batoz E193, It Is based ow the linear shear theory 
due t o  Wempner et al,E20i, and uses cubic Be~mitian polynomials 
for tangential displacements, and BRT representation f o r  normal 
dbsplaeemenk resulting in a kota l  of twenty seven degrees of 
freedom, nine at each corner node, The numerical results 
converge $0 those based on a deep s h e l l  theory. The shallow 
shell ve~sion of the element was also extended for wonlinear and 
stability problems 119,2bl, The element formulation, however, 
does not contain an explicit representation of the rigid body 
modes, 
Hn the present work, a new curved general thin shell 
finite element based on BMT approach with an explicit 
representation of the rigid body modes is presented, It is a 
three-node triangular element with twenty-seven degrees of 
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freedom, nine at each of $he corner nodese The degrees of 
freedom ate the tangential and normal displacement componen&s 
and their first order derivatives with ~esgect to a general 
curvPBiaea~ coordinates embedded on the shell middle surface* 
The strain energy density in the shell is calculated using the 
linear shear deformation theory described in a general 
curvi l inear  coordinate system due to Wempner et ale [20B , The 
strain-displacement  elations are initially derived in terms 
of the displa6ement and rotation vectors of the shell middle 
surface, and are subsequently expressed in terms of the global 
eartesiaa conponents of these  vectors to enable an 
isoparametric representation of the shell middle surface* 
The element formulation starts with an independent 
interpolation of the cartesdan components of the displacement 
and rotation vectors using complete cubic and quadratic 
polynomials, respectively, The rigid body displacement 
condition is satisfied by isoparametrfc interpolation of the 
shell geometry within an element, W convergence to the thin 
shell ssPuQion is achieved by enforcement of the Kirchhoff 
hsothesis at a discrete nu&er of points in the element, 
W detailed numerical evaluation through a number of 
standard problems are presented, Results for a 'patchD test 
problem with an engineering appeals proposed by Korley and 
Morrisl221, demonstrates $he satisfactory penformanee of the 
element under the deformation state of predominently 
inextensional bending together with boundazy effects, 
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It is concluded that the DKF approach in conjunction 
with an fsogarametnic representation of the shell middle 
surface results in a dimple and efficient thin shell finite 
element, 
EQUATIONS FRON SHEAR DEFO TfON THEORY OF THIN SMELLS 
& sumary of equations from a linear shear deformation 
theory E201 in a general curvilinear coordinate system is 
presented, The strain-displacement relations are transformed 
into a global cartesian system to enable an fsoparametric 
representation of the shell middle surface, Attention is 
focused on the derivation of an expression for -the strain 
energy density in the shell, 
Indicia1 notation and the standard sumation convention 
will be used for vector and tensor operations. Lower Case 
Latin indices (i f f  j f fe  ,.I have the range P to 3 ,  and the Creek 
indices 
( 4 f r  rfre.r) have the range 1 to 2. P 
Figure 1 shows the geometry of a shell middle surface, 
The position vector to a point P on the undeformed middle 
surface is (ex .@'I. where EP(= constant ( d  = 1,2) are 
curvilinear coordinate lines embedded on the mtddle surface of 
. 
the shell. The position vector i, is defined in terms of its 
cartesian components as 
A 
where c i  are carteaian base vectors. and a carek(h1 above the 
~ y & o l  signifies a u n i t  vector, The position Geetor to an 
arbitrary point Q is 
3 s k i e , ~  1 k i  +e3k, t 2.1 
where B' is the distance along the normal to the middle 
h 
surface and al  is the unit normal vector to the middle 
~urface. The base vectors GL of the coordinate system 
follow from Eq, (21 : 
where a c o ma denotes partial differentiation w i t h  respect 
to eQ The base vectors at the middle surface. ii are 
obtaintd by setting e3= 0 in Eq.(3). Thus 
-C The reciprocal base sectors, a are defined by the 
i 
where a period l.1 denotes the dot pioduct and sd ie the 
Kroneeker delta, The two basic vector triads are shown in 
Figure Pb, 
The covariant and the contravariant components of the 
metric tensor of the ed coordinates are respectively given by 
These t w o  sets of components are relaksd as 
11 
aib e a,, /(t a,,Jn a -a12/a ZQ. (7, 
A 
The derivatives of the u n i t  normal vector a& are given by 
where b &? and bdf are respectively the ccveaiant and t h e  
mixed variant components of the curvature ten so^ of the shell 
middle surface ,  
osbng Eq, ( 9 )  i n  Eq. ( 3 )  we ob ta in  
4ba metrfe tensor of +be spatial system. , follow from 
Eqs, (POl-(PlI r 
- 
Figure 2 shows &he deformation of a shell element, 
is the position vector of a particle P on the undeformea 
middle surface, and a is that of an arbitrary pint Q on the 
normal through P. After deformation P moves to P' . and t h e  
corresponding position vector is -2 . Similarly the position 
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vector of Q is E* . If B and u@ denote the displacement 
vectors of the point P m d  Q respectively, it SoPlows from 
Figure 2 that 
The vectors 5 and 8' differ by a vector (see Fig.2). 
Wsuming that normal to the middle surface remains straight 
w i t h  neglegible stretching, but not necessarily normal to the 
deformed shell. the displacement vector P is consequent of the 
R Q * 8% 
rotation of the line element P Q L t o  P Q . This rotation of 
- 
the norm1 can be represented by a rotation vector 4 ,when tbe 
magnitude of the rotation is small, Thew we can write 
where X denotes cross produet, Substituting Eq. (16) in 
Eq. (14) we obtain 
where - 
h = 4 * k 3  
The base vectors of the deformed spatial coordinates 
follow from Eq. 4171, 
The metric tensor of the spatial eoordinates of the 
deformed shell are given by 
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- 
Substituting for Gd from Eq.(19), and car ry ing  ou t  t h e  dot  
muf t ipPica t i sn  where t h e  nonl inear  displacement terms are 
neglected, we obtaf n 
a T -  Y -' 
+ 2 e 3 ~ ;  -(@,I (b, a,, .ip +bB a,*%&) (22) 
where 
? 
Similarly. s u b s t i t u t i n g  f o r  GbC and z3 from Eqs. (191-4201, and 
A 
recalling that gd and a j  are or thogonal ,  t h e  components e3 
%w Eq, (211 are obtained as 
%he s t r a i n  t enso r  is defined as 
9 
Substituting Bq, (121,  Eq, 62.21 and Eq. (24) i n t o  Eq, (251, and 
neglec t ing  the quadra t i c  terms in e3 i n  view of t h e  thin shell 
assumptiono t h e  s t r a i n  tensor components are obtained ns 
The 'I'p is t h e  middle s u r f a c e  s t r a i n  componento and 
3 is the bending strain component l i n e a r l y  varying over t h e  d%I em 
s h a l l  th ickness .  5 is the t r a n s v e r s e  shear  strain component. 
It  may be observed t h a t  t h e  components of t h e  s t r a i n  t e n s o r  
throughout t he  s h e l l  a r e  determined by t h e  deformation of the 
middle sur face ,  and a r e  expressed in terms of t h e  displacement 
- 
vector  5 ,  and t h e  r o t a t i o n  vec to r  @ 
I n  t h e  next s e c t i o n ,  t h e  s t r a i n  t e n s o r  w i l l  be expressed 
in t€!Kms of c a r t e s i a n  components of t h e  displaement and 
r o t a t i o n  vec tors ,  
- % ? -  The pos i t i on  vec tor  t o  t h e  middle s u r f a c e ,  R, (6 r e  I r 
according t o  Eq. (1) is 
The tangent  base vec to r s  a t  t h e  middle  s u r f a c e  are 
t h e  u n i t  normal vec to r  t o  t h e  middle surface is 
I t  can be shown that 
where a is t h e  determinant  of the metric tensor defined i n  
Eq, (8) .  With t h e  a i d  of Eq, ( 2 9 )  and Eq, (31). Eq, (30) becomes 
where eijk is t h e  permutation symbol, 
The d i s p l a c e m e t  v e c t o r  and t h e  r o t a t i o n  vector are 
expressed i n  terms of t h e i r  c a r t e s i a n  components as 
With the help of EqAg291, and Eqe(321-(31), the strain tensor  
components i n  Eqse(23I-d2Qj are expressed in terms sf the 
- 
eartes~an eomponants of .$ha vectors ; and $ %he f i n a l  
equations using matrix notation, where the cu~viliwea~ 
2k Z 
coorindatcs 8 and @ are denoted ~y a and ~espectivePy~ 
are as found beEswg 
P = L P A J P P ~ P ~ ~ J & , ~ B ~  ~ P J  ~p,  ap, ap, 
,< - . ' - / - / - B  
-a4 3 6 a p  lr q$ j ( 4 4  
where 
Similarly, the components of the transverse shear s tra in  
tensor in Eq.(271 are also expressed in terms of cartesian 
components: 
+ ( B ~ ~ , - P z ~ L ) ~ ~ ~ ~  + + z U ~ ~ L + ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ *  (6 
where A = l , 2  corresp~nds to $he coordinate directions and 
1 respectively. 
The strain energy density per unit voPume in a three 
dimensional elastic body is sf the form 
where r'L are the contravariant components of the stress 
tensor, The three dimensional stress-strain relations for 
' l 1,2,3) are the components of the where the l2 
constitutive tenso t , Por an isotropic material the 
constitutive tensor can be expressed in terms of the two 
elastic constants of the material g231 in the dorm 
where E is the Houngms mmoduPus and 9 is the Poisson% ratio. 
In the case of thin shell under plane stress assumption, 
and when the strain distribution is given by Eqns,(266-(271, 
the strain energy density per unit area of the middle surface, 
u~ , i a  obtained from Eq. (501  as 1231 
where 
and h is the shell th ickness ,  1% is  observed that t h e  s t r a i n  
energy d e n s i t y  i n  the thin s h e l l  bas been expressed a s  the sum 
of that due to stretchinga bending and transverse  shear- In  
case of thin shellsp t h e  contribution of the tnansverse shear 
strain energ2 to t h e  total energy is smallp and w i l l  be  
completely neglected from further cons iderat ions .  %en the 
t ~ a n s v e r s e  shear energy is n e g l e c t e d p  the s t r a i n  energy 
d e n s i t y  can be expressed in matrix notation as 
where 
I 
d' I (I-V)(a821g: 2d'dL 1 
- 11 2 2 . ,  
' + v a &  
_ -  A H -  
Lo3 = I 
-- 
I I -  ----- 
1 
t 
In the  next s e c t i o n  the f i n i t e  element d i s c r e t i z a t i o n  
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of t h e  strain energy is presented, 
F I N I T E  ELEHENT DISCRETIZATION 
Pigure  3 shows the elamsnQeeomeQxy and the various 
soc rd ina t e  sysqtens employed where t h e  curvilinear coordinates  
a r e  eenoted ty (ci, 4 1 .  The ele~ent is defiaed i n  the 1d#~)- 
p-. Ar~E. iL~ . .b , t~$c  --me glawa as shown in Figu re  322, where the nodes are 
ssecified by thci~ ( g ,  P 1 coordinates aad t h e  slenent sides 
a r c  specified as sksaight lines, This plane triangle is 
magpe6 onto  the esrvilinear element in the th ree  dd~ensional 
space by t h e  parametric equations of t h e  s h e l l  middme surface 
as shown in F i g u r e  3a, The shell middle surface is de f ined  by 
t be  components of the position oection Eo( 4 P 1 in a global 
oartesian coordinate  system as given by E q . ( 1 ) .  F igure  
4c shows the (r.7 1 natura l  coordinate system where t h e  
triangle i n  t h e  parametric plane I s  mapped onto $he o n i t  
right-angled t r i a n g l e .  The mapping is defined by t h e  
transformation 
where  5 and 7 vary from 0 to 1. The mapping is u n i q u e  and one- 
to-one provided the Jacobian of the transformation 
does n o t  vanish 
The Cartesian components of the displacement vector, 
v j  (1-1.2,3), are interpolated by complete (ten-term) cubic 
poBynomPal in the (5 -9) natural coordinates. The 
interpolation is represented in the shape function form as 
where 
a (601 
The suffix following the parantheses indicates the node n u d e r  
or the centroid. The shape functions hTj are detailed in 
EPeferenceEal . 
The Cartesian components of the rotation vector 
1 PA (i=1.2.3) , are interpolated by complete (nix-teem) quadratic 
polynomials in { J -r 1 coordinates from t h e f  r nodal values at 
the three corner nodes and three mid-side nodes. Thus 
I where 
T P i 3  = L ( p i l l  ( P A )  Z 8 1 p i ) 3 9 - - - -   pi^^ J (I 2) 
6 d  
The shape functions L N ~ J  are detailed in Reference I 3 1 .  
The above representation@ f o r  the d i  splacellaant and 
rotation components result in a %aka1 of 48 d e g r ~ s  of fc 
(DOF) .  Subsequently these are r d u c s d  to 27 DOF by i q w i t i o n  
of various constraints and stlatic condensation of O M  
centrioda1,freedoms to be discussed later, 
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Tbe geometry of the middle aurfzce is described by the 
position vector  and its ( 4 - p )  derivatives up to second order. 
The nodal. values of these geometric quantities are obtained 
from t h e  parametric equations ~f the  s h e l l  middle  surface,  
The geometric quantities within the element a r e ,  h~ueygar ,  
o b t a i n e d  by inkexpogating the position vector  within the 
element using the same shape functions as those  used fo r  the 
displacements, 
Thus t h e  components of t h e  position vector at any 
poin t  ( 5  ,y 1 within the element are  obtained as 
~ ~ 1 5 . 7 )  - ~ ~ , a f r ~ 5  e k Z A , ~  31 [ti-+ 31 
where the vector d w L l  is d e f i n e d  similar to Eq.(60h, Xt can 
be shown that 85) this isoparametric representation of the 
element geometry leads  to an exact representation sf the 
g i g i d  body modes of the shell, It may be noted that the cubic 
representation of the shell surface is c'- continuous at the 
element nodes, b u t  is on l y  c"=- con t inuous  across tile i n t e r  
element bsbndaries, It has been shown by CiarJetE242 that 
t h i s  is s u f f i c i e n t  to provide k h e  "geometric conformityw, 
Thus the element is conforming for  both  the displacemnets as 
well as geometry, 
A l t h o u g h  the use of shear deformation theory has led to 
a conforming element with the use of simple polynomial shape 
dunetions, t g s  also renders the element unduly stiff and 
resuls in a slow convergence rate E2P3. It is desirable to 
alleviate the effects of the transverse shear deformation 
achieve a faster convergence to the thin-shell solution* 
The first step towards the above was taken in neglecting 
the transverse shear energy, To reduce the effects further, 
csnst~aints analogous to Kirchhof f hypothesis are imposed at a 
discrete number of points on the element boundary which will 
be referred to as discrete Kirchhoff constraints (DKC) 
It is also observed that the independent assumption for 
the displacement and rotation components leaves the rotation 
of the shell about the normal doubly defined. One value is 
defined in terms of the displacement gradients, and a second 
value in terms of independent rotation components. Six 
constraints representing the equality of these two values are 
imposed, one at each of the corner and mid-side nodes, which 
will be referred to as surface normal rotation constraints 
(SNRC)  . Finally, the rotation degrees of freedom at the mid- 
side nodes are eliminated by imposing constraints of linear 
variation of the normal rotation along the element sides 
(LVNRC) . A brief derivation of these constraints follows. 
The six DKC at the corner nodes are given by the 
conditions 
where the suffix j stands for the node number, and = l,2 
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corresponds to the coordinate directions d_ and P 
respectively- The expression fog l@ is given by Eq,(27). A3 
which in the present notation becomes 
The three BKC at the mid-side nodes are given by t h e  
conditions 
where *FnJ is the transverse shear strain between the normal 
direction and the dizection, s, tangential to the curvilinear 
side; k is the mid-side node. The yds component is obtained in 
terms of the transverse shear components along the d and 
p directions foHlswiwg the second-order tensor 
transformation law, Thus we obtain 
where 8' and 8% correspond to 0( and directions, and s is 
a para mete^ varying along the element side, The coefficients 
of transformation in Eq,(67) can be obtained by observing that 
the sides of the unit triangle in the (~Iq)cooxdina"e  plane are 
mapped onto the corresponding curvilinear sides of the element 
in the Eucledean space as shown in Figure 3; and thus we can 
consider ( "1% -7 B coordinates as an alternative set of 
parameters, In view of Eqns.(56)-(571 we thus obtain 
where 4dL* 2 ( 4 j - 4;) etc., and i and 3 are the corner 
nodes on the element side. 
The surface normal rotation consteaint (SNRCI is 
specified by the condition sf equality of the two values of 
the shell rotation about the normal. as discussed 
earlier. Thus, 
where i stands for the node number. The 3 is given in terms 
of rotations as 
(25 
The d.. , defined in terns of displacement gradients, can be 
shown to be I251 
Finally the constraints of linear variation of the 
normal rotation along the element side are given by the 
equation 
where is the rotation vector component along the tangent 
to the element side, and k is the mid-side node on the side 
ioining the corner nodes i , j .  
Using the above set  of 18 constraints the rotation 
degrees of freedom at any of the nodes can be expressed in 
terms of the displacement degrees of freedom. Thus we can 
eliminate the rotation degrees of freedom comple.tePy leading 
to a finite element with 30 DOF consisking of the 
displacements and their derivative va lues  at the corner nodes 
and the cenkxisdal displacements, 
The element stiffness matrix and the load vector  are  
obtained by use of the principle of minimum potential energy, 
The total potential energy in an element is 
where Ute) is the element strain energy, and H&' is the 
potential energy of the extenral loads ,  If the components of 
the external distributed l oad ing  in the cartesian directions 
are denoted as Pg bi=l s2,3), thew 
The element strain energy is given by 
where un is the strain energy density given by Equation 
(53 ) .  Th minimization of the total potential energy of the 
element with respect to the nodal degrees of freedom leads to 
the element stiffness matrix and the consistent load vector. 
The i-j th element of the stiffness matrix Ekl is given by 
Similarly, the i-tb component of the load vector due to the j- 
th component of the distributed load is given by 
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The computat ional  p ~ o c e d u r e  for t h  calculation of 
{&$I 
k4"i and Fi , where the const~aint cond!tions are numerically 
incorporated without d e r i v i n g  t h e  d i s c r e t e  Kirchhoff shape 
f u n c t i o n s  e x p l i c i t l y ,  fol%ows along t h e  similar l i n e s  as 
dekailed in Reference 123, The e x p l i c i t  d e r i v a t i o n  of t h e  
P a t t e r  shape functions is extremely tedius, since all the 
displacement components a r e  coupbed i n  t h e  c o n s t r a i n t  
c o n d i t i o n s ,  
A;s a l a s t  step i n  t h e  element fohmubation, i n  o r d e r  t o  
apply the s y m e t r i c  and suppo~t c o n d i t i o n s  easily, t h e  element  
matrices ane transBormed to a l o c a l  artboganal c u r v i l i n e a r  
c o o r d i n a t e  system. The u n i t  vectors of t h e  l a t t e r  c o o r d i n a t e  
A a w 
system are defined by the or thogona l  v e c t o r  t r i ad  ti,t,= Axtj. 
n A A 
and n, where tt is t h e  u n i t  v e c t o r  along and n is the 3. 
surface unit normal v e c t o r ,  The t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  follows t h e  
s t a n d a r d  procedure, and t h e  d e t a i l s  may be found i n  Reference 
1253, F i n a l l y e  the c e n t K o i d a l  freedoms are removed by s t a t i c  
condensat ion  l ead ing  to element matrices of size 27 X 27, w i t h  
tangential and normal displacements and t h e i r  f i r s t  order 
d e r i v a t i v e s  w i t h  respect t o  ( d , ~ )  c o o r d i n a t e s  as t h e  final 
nodal f r e e d o m .  
The t r i angu la r  t h i n  s h e f a  f i n i t e  e lement  developed h e r e  
has  been named wKSWABWm, meaning "finite" i n  one of  its 
conno ta t ions ,  
NUMERICAL RESULTS 
Results from the present element for  plate problems 
would be identical to those presented in the earlier papers of 
the authors k2,26%,  The results for cylindrical shell 
problems where the-rigid-body type motion is not predominant 
were also reported in Reference E21p and the present results 
for these problems are not significantly different, However, 
a few additional cylindrical shell problems and those of 
other regular geometries are considerd here, 
A quarter of an infinitely long cylinder with one end 
fixed and other end free subjected to a uniform pressure load, 
as shown in Figure 4, is considered. Due to symetry a strip 
of the cylinder was discretized with element orientations as 
shown in the same figure, The convergence of normal 
displacement of the free edge for various values of the 
thickness ratio along with an analytical solution reported in 
Reference I121 is presented in Table 1, The results indicate 
excellent agreement between the two for all the thickness 
ratios with the maximum error less than one percent, 
A thin pinched cylinder with freely supported (diaphragm) 
ends acted upon by two pinching loads at the centre of the 
cylinder is considered, The geometric details and a 5 X 5 
nonuniform grid in the cylinder octant, where the ratios of 
S S  25 
the successive element-side lengths to that of the smallest 
are 2,2,4 and 5 respgctivePyr are shown in Figure 5. The 
problem is considered to be a critical test case due to $he 
co&ined effects of the concentrated loads and the support 
conditions, 
.Fable 2 shows the comparison of the displacements at 
various points on the shell with the alternative finite 
element and analytical solutions, The finite element solution 
is based on the transformd shallow s h e l l  element of Eindberg, 
Olson and Coqer I271 , and the analytical solution is based on 
a double Fourier series solution a also reported in Reference 
[ 271 -  It is seen that the normal deflection under the 
pinching load, which is proporkional to the stsain energy of 
this shell, is predicted wi"thi one percent of the comparitive 
finite element solution, and two percent of the analytical 
solution. The no~mal displacement sf the point B seems to be 
most difficult to predict# as also shown by the alternative 
finite element solution, The axial displacement of 
the point I) an the diaphragm edge is within two percent of 
the analytical value, Figure 6 shows the distribution of the 
meIllbrane stress and bending moment resultants along the line 
Be of the pinched cylinder along with the analytical solution. 
W close agreement between the two is observed, 
A spherical shell under internal pressure is in a pure 
membxane state of stress where both the rneridional and hoop 
ss 26 
stress components are given by PR/2* The present example is a 
test for the element to represent a constant membrane state of 
S$E~SS e 
A spherical shell with the &? curvilinear coo~dinate 
systema along w i t h  a nonunifo~w finite element mesh in a 
portion of the shell between two meridians, as shown in Figure  
7, is considered, The displacement and stress resultants at 
the pole and the equator are compared against the exaet 
solution in Table 3, A fast convergence towards exaet 
solution is observed for both the displacements and stress 
resultants, The comparison of stress resultanks is better 
than that of the displacements, The small difference in the 
displacements may be due to the cubic approximation of the 
spherical she84 surface, and an improvement in accuracy can, 
howeverr be achieved by increasing the number of elements in 
the meridisnal direction, 
The analysis of a toroidal shell subjected to intekwal 
pressure is considered next, In a toroidal shell both the 
regions of positive and negative Gaussian curvature are 
present. The geometry of a torus along with the parametric 
equations of the shell surface are shown in Figure 8. The 
parameters of surface representation are chosen as the angles 
(&,p)  whose coordinate l i n w  coincide with the lines of 
curvature. 
In view of the horizontal plane of symmetry and the 
SS 27 
axisymetric loading a sector of the shell with an included 
angle of 8 degrees is discretized with 15 rneridional divisions 
with orientations as shown in Figure 8.  fie mesh is PlQn- 
uniform, being crowded toward the point d. = 90; but 
maintaining symetry on either side of it. 
The displacement and stress resultants at various points 
in the shell are compared with the numerical solution of 
Ralnins 1281 for two values of the h/b ratio (0,05 and 0.005) 
as displayed in Table 4, Kalnins' numerical solution is a 
cohination of the direct-integration approach and a finite 
difference scheme, and is referred to as multi-segment 
integration, 
A study of the nesults in Table 4 shows that very good 
agreement between the present finite element solution and the 
comparative solution has been achieved for both the 
displacement as well as stress resultants, In Figure 9 the 
normal displacement distribution along the meridian is 
compared with kalninss solution, A comparison of meridional 
stress distributions is presented in Figure 10, There is a 
very close agreement of both the solutions for the membrane 
and bending components, A sharp rise in the bending stress 
near the region of dC = 90 is in agreement with the earlier 
observations I283 that when a middle surface touches a plane- /.+ 
closed curve, in the vicinity of this point bending stresses /. 
should be expected. 
a& m 
A patch  test problem with an engineering appeal proposed 
by Moriey and Morris i221 is considered, This problem is 
directed at predominantly inextensional bending through the 
solution of a hemispherical shell subjected to concentrated 
loading actions as shown in Figure II, 
The finite element discretization of the symmetric one 
quarter of the shell shown in F i g u r e  Hl contains 51 elements 
with 35 nodal points resulting in 261 active degrees of 
freedom, The conparison of normal deflection of the point 2 
( t$ = 88 d 2 ,  6 = O %  against the alternative finite element and 
numerical solution reported by Morley and Morris 9221 is 
displayed in Table 5 ,  
Two numerical solutions u s i n g  the Rayleigh - Ritz 
method are presented in Reference 1221, The first solution is 
a single series solution which considers only the 
inextensional node of behaviour. Such a solution is obtained 
using the general inextensional solution in conjunction with 
the principle of minimum potential energy, This s o l u t i o n  is a 
lower bound for the displacement and does not account for the 
membrane and edge effects, The second  solution is obtained by 
a similar procedure using double trigonometric sezies which 
attempts to include the membrane and edge effects. It is 
observed from Table 5 that the KSHARA element recovers the 
theoretical value  exactly, All the alternative finite element 
solutions recover the theoretical value within at Beast 8% 
accuracy, 
Various other patch test ssHutions for spherical shells 
derived in Reference 8221 have been applied [ 2 5 1 ,  the results 
of which will be ~eported in a separate publicationB These 
patch test solutions form an indirect verification of the 
compliance of the conditions of conformity and convergence foh 
this class sf shells. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of the research work presented here was to 
develop a thin shell finite element to model arbitrary thin 
shells which would be efficient and simple to use by the 
practicing engineer. The satisfaction of the mathematical 
requirements to ensure a sound theoretical basis was alsot 
howevertconsidered as equally important* To that end, the 
development of a deep shell finite element based on discrete 
Kirchhoff approach with an explicit representation of rigid body 
modes through an isoparametrie representation of the shell 
surface was sought , The displacement and rotation components 
were interpolated by cubic polynomial shape functions using 
simple nodal connections. The final degress of freedom are the 
displacement components and their first order derivatives with 
reference to a local orthogonal curvilinear coordinate system, 
which enables easy application of the support conditions. The 
element perfo~mance was evaluated through a number of bench mark 
thin shell problems of various shapes under different support and 
loading conditions. The results of a "patch testw problem were 
also included demonst~ating the satisfactory performance of the 
element under limiting states of behaviour, 
It may be thus seen that the discrete kirchhoff theory 
approach in conjunction with an isoparametric representation of 
the shell geometry has resulted in a simple conforming thin shell 
element meeting a majority of the features sought in engineering 
applications. The element is efficient and gives results of 
engineering accuracy for a variety of shells under different 
support and loading conditions. The approximation of the shell 
geometry by cubic polynomials has been apparently satisfactory 
for a majority of practical shells, 
A simple modification of the element wherein the mid-side 
nodes are retained would improve the convergence rate consequent 
of the resulting quadratic variation of the normal rotation along 
the element sides, 
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Table 1. Convergence of  n o m l  displacement a t  the  f r e e  edge of the 
f ixed-free quarter c y l i n d e r  under d i s t r i b u t e d  edge moment. 
A p a l y t i c  1 
Solution f: 
-. 
% = No. of c ircumferent ia l  divisions. 






Grid s i z e  
in 
quarter 
s h e l l  
Table  3 Comparison of d i a p l a c e n t s  and stress resultants for  
spherical she l l  under internal pressure. 
Stress l e s u l t a n t s  
Normal displ cenrent ! At pole A t  equator Wesh size ehw/pR 
 NO. of N N N N 
We.) At pole At eqrnatpr - - - - pR pR pR pX 
2x4 
(57) 0.4138 0.3470 0.5276 0.4860 0.5279 0.5194 
Exact 0.3500 0,3500 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 0.5000 

Table  5 Comparison of normal d i sp lacement  f o r  t h e  hemispherical 
s h e 1  1 unde r  c o n c e n t r a t e d  loads. 
-- 
Angle sub tended Normal df  splaceme t 
Element in degrees of p o i n t  2 ~JB/P~R 9 
SmHLOOF 18 0.179 
WE FACET 
K S W a  
Theoretical 
Double trigonornetr i c  series 
solution 
MIDDLE SURFACE 
(a) CURVILINEAR COORDINATES AND POSITION VECTORS 
(bl THE TWO BASE VECTOR TRIADS 
F i g u r e  1 Curvilinear c o o r d i n a t e s  and base vectors. 

J 
J X S V I  P x  (a) SHELL ELEMENT ON THE EUCLIDaN SPACE 
LINES 
.. (c) SHELL ELEMENT IN THE (b) SHELL ELEMENT IN THE a -,B NATURAL COORDINATES 
PARAMETRIC PLANE 
F i g u r e  3 Coordinate systeixs. 
ss 4* 
FIXED EDGE 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE 
CURVED EDGE V = O  , C# = 0 
F i g u r e  4 F ixed  f r e e  q u a r t e r  c y l i n d e r  under  uniform p r e s s u r e .  
TED 
F i g u r e  5 Pinched cylinder with supported edges. 
ss 43 
GRID SIZE 5 X 5 0 
8 X  8 + 
NdALY TICAL [* -71 
F i g u r e  6 alen~brance stress and bending moment distribution along 
the line BC for  t h e  p inched cylinder w i t h  supported 
edges. 
F i g  $6 : Continued. 
UNIFORM PRESSURE 
OR 
PINCHING LOADS AT 
THE POLES 
Figure 7 Spherical shell with a typical finite element mesh. I 
I 
PARAMETRIC EQUATIONS 
x = (a-b c o s a )  c o s p  
- a = 1.5, a = 100 in 
B, - 
Y = (a-b sin a )  $1~16 h 
z = b sin a - b = 0.05 & 0-805 
F i g u r e  8 T o r u s  u n d e r  internal p r e s s u r e .  

- KALNINS hAULTl -SEGMENT INTEGRATION CzeI 
-0- PRESENT FINITE ELEMENT 
(15 DIVISIONS ALONG THE MERIDIAN] 
Figure 10 Var ia t ion  of meridional membrane and bending s t r e s s e s  
fox  t h e  torus under i n t e r n a l  pressure. 
PLAN VIEW 
F i y u r e  11 denispherical shell subjected to concentrated loads, 
